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Abstract—Research works concerning AS (Autonomous Sys-
tems) level Internet topology measurements typically aim at
obtaining near-complete maps of the AS structure. In this paper,
we take a fundamentally different approach by inspecting several
concurrently visible local views of the AS graph stored at
individual BGP route servers. We find that each of these views
exhibits the characteristic properties of complex graphs having
power-law degree distribution, large clustering coefficient and the
small world property. As a main contribution, the intersection of
these views is investigated to identify the skeleton of the Internet
consisting of edges seen by most of the ASes. Our measurements
support the surprising claim that this skeleton is a scale-free
complex network, having a giant connected component with a
dense part in its heart forming the critical AS level core. We
identify the edges in the skeleton as critical infrastructure, any
changes of which induces an Internet-wide effect with BGP
updates propagating to all ASes. Finally, we reinterpret the path
inflation metric using the local view approach and show that
local path inflation can be very diverse in different ASes.
Index Terms—Internet, AS level topology, Network core, Mea-

surements

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet AS topology measurements have always generated

considerable interest in the networking research community.
Early results in this area significantly contributed to the
triumph of the science of complex networks by providing
evidence of heavy-tailed degree distribution and small-world
phenomenon in the AS level Internet graph [1]. The efforts of
obtaining more complete AS level maps fostered the develop-
ment of diverse techniques for finding relationships between
ASes, despite their reluctance to disclose routing information.
The most direct way of tracking down AS relationships is

to investigate the BGP routing tables of publicly available
“looking glass” and route servers. These servers store in
their RIBs (Routing Information Base) the valid routing paths
towards all IP prefixes as a sequence of AS-AS links. Since
this information strongly depends on the network location of
the route server, BGP based measurements usually aggregate
the AS links extracted from numerous route servers during an
extended period of time into a large common database [2].
Another class of measurements tries to override the limited
availability of route records by using active probing from a
large number of vantage points [3], [4], [5], [6]. Using the
global AS topologies constructed from the combination of the
above mentioned measurements, several interesting aspects of

the AS level Internet structure have been uncovered. Besides
the determination of the power law exponent of the degree
distribution, significant research efforts have been made, e.g.,
to express path inflation metrics [7], [8], to infer AS business
relationships [9], [10], [11], [12], and to the analysis of the
highly connected Internet core [13], [14].

Unfortunately, accumulating AS links obtained from dif-
ferent vantage points at different time instances into a large
union graph may restrict the application possibilities. This is
because only a part of the union graph can be seen from
any single point at any given time, and there is a substantial
portion of paths that are not open to all ASes due to the strict
business-oriented policy relationships governing the way ASes
exchange routes, and hence, traffic between each other (see
more on BGP policies in Section II).

In this paper, we take a fresh look at the Internet AS level
topology. In particular, we address the problem of finding
the subset of AS links that are visible from any arbitrary
network location. For this analysis, BGP RIBs are taken as
the authentic source of routing information at a given time
and network location. By downloading these databases from
various route servers at the same time and generating their
intersection graph, we recover the concurrently visible AS
links at a given instant (see Section III-A). We show that
there exists a significant amount of “common knowledge” of
around 27000 edges that can be found in a clear majority
of the vantage points. This globally visible set of edges can
be suggestively referred to as the skeleton of the Internet.
Since the average number of AS links in our vantage points
is around 45000, the skeleton contains approximately 60% of
any local routing information. It is shown that, similarly to
the global AS graph, the skeleton is also a scale-free complex
network (Section III-C) having a giant connected component
with a quite densely connected nucleus forming the critical
AS level Internet core (Section III-D). Next, we reconsider the
notion of path inflation (Section IV) that is usually calculated
by comparing the length of the actual forwarding path to
the shortest one extracted from the global AS level graph.
We propose a local path inflation metric that does not rely
on global AS maps and show that the local path inflation
values have high variance among different vantage points (see
Section IV). Finally, we conclude our work in Section V.



II. ON THE AS LEVEL GRAPH OF THE INTERNET
In the AS level graph of the Internet the vertices are

ASes that are connected via basically two types of edges. A
provider edge stands for the customer-provider relationship
between ASes, while peer links connect ASes that voluntarily
exchange their traffic with each other in a settlement-free
manner. According to the valley-free principle in BGP routing
policy [9], an AS avoids propagating routes that use a customer
AS to transit between two provider ASes. More formally,
while exporting routing information to a provider or peer, an
AS can export its own routes and its customer’s routes, but
usually does not announce its provider or peer routes, while
can announce all of its routes to its customers.
Since not all the routes connecting two ASes propagate

through the network, the complete AS graph cannot be seen
from any single vantage point. This property renders the global
topology graph to be a fictive theoretical object, which practi-
cal applications cannot explicitly rely on. Besides the signifi-
cance of the global AS topology in, e.g., modeling frameworks
or surveying aggregate network features, for several practical
issues the local perspectives can be more appropriate. There is
an ample amount of literature about the analysis of the global
AS graph, whilst there are only few papers concentrating on
the local consequences of the Internet routing policy [15], [16],
[17], [18].
In the followings, we consider local views of the AS

level topology originating from numerous public route servers.
More specifically, a local view is the AS connectivity graph
that can be extracted from the BGP RIB of a single route
server. With the combination of these views we can identify
a subset of edges —the so called critical infrastructure— as
the set of the AS links that generate globally propagated BGP
updates when changing. Furthermore, we can identify the core
of this critical infrastructure as the critical core, which can
be more meaningful as it is visible from arbitrary network
location.

III. THE SKELETON OF THE INTERNET
In this section, we present the measurement studies con-

cerning the different aspects of AS topologies seen from the
local views of various ASes. Besides showing that the topology
graphs exhibit the characteristic properties of complex graphs,
we also reveal the critical infrastructure of the AS level
Internet, and shed some light on important properties.

A. Measurement details
For the analysis of the AS Internet topology from different

vantage points, our measurements were based on BGP routing
databases downloaded from various public route servers [19].
The BGP RIB of a route server contains the corresponding AS
topology map seen from the AS’s location in which the route
server resides in, and the AS peering relations representing the
links in the topology graphs are extracted1 from the AS PATH

1The source codes of our implementation can be downloaded from
http://gonosz.tmit.bme.hu/topology meas/.

field of the routing table entries [17]. Some high-level statistics
of the considered ASes are summarized in Table I. Besides
public AS numbers to identify the ASes, the table contains
the location information on a country basis, the number of
nodes and links of the topology graphs in the AS local views,
the average path length (APL), the transitivity (or clustering
coefficient) property [20], and finally the size of the RIBs
(Routing Information Base) and a classification of the ASes
according to [21].

TABLE I: AS views data
ASN Country # of nodes # of links APL Trans RIB [KB] AS class
AS553 Germany 33533 44875 4.541 0.1316 26,087 t2
AS812 Canada 33406 46281 4.449 0.1214 100,178 t2
AS852 Canada 33403 44199 4.578 0.1254 26,956 t2
AS2547 Hungary 33495 44553 4.560 0.1068 54,839 edu
AS3257 Germany 33393 44281 4.509 0.1127 26,019 t2
AS3549 USA 33562 45948 4.459 0.1092 271,537 t1
AS4323 USA 33437 46188 4.516 0.1226 148,155 t2
AS5413 UK 33403 45171 4.528 0.1388 115,804 t2
AS5713 South Africa 33425 46010 4.207 0.1650 102,601 nic
AS6539 Canada 33418 45789 4.559 0.1521 63,887 t2
AS6730 Switzerland 33441 45997 4.448 0.1357 76,230 t2
AS6939 USA 33706 47433 4.457 0.1613 607,924 t2
AS7018 USA 33382 48839 4.338 0.1208 488,493 t1
AS7474 Australia 33428 45104 4.457 0.1419 102,714 t2
AS8301 Gibraltar 33378 44476 4.516 0.1193 26,424 t2
AS11260 Canada 33405 46983 4.312 0.1431 36,977 t2
AS13645 USA 33459 44084 4.556 0.1426 27,801 t2
AS15290 Canada 33430 45636 4.514 0.1723 219,201 t2
AS20121 Brazil 33568 54108 4.158 0.2109 88,083 nic
AS21229 Hungary 33409 44361 4.514 0.1480 57,114 t2
AS22548 Brazil 33845 57254 4.125 0.2330 365,245 nic
Skeleton NA 22808a 27303 5.781 0.0720 NA NA

avertices having one or more edges

This type of analysis has received several criticisms. It
has been pointed out that a significant portion of AS-AS
edges cannot be explored from BGP route servers [22], [17].
Additionally, some partially configured BGP routers (e.g. for
the purpose of saving resources) may collect only a small
portion of the obtainable path information using default entries
instead. Such routers are to be avoided as they may invalidate
measurement results. It is proven that many further AS peering
links, hidden from public BGP routing databases, can be
discovered using traceroute based methodologies [3], [4], [5].
Nevertheless, the measurements in this paper are based solely
on BGP extracted topologies, since the analysis specifically
focuses on topological data locally available at the given ASes.
Downloading of the routing tables from the different sources

was done concurrently ensuring that a real snapshot is taken of
the collective BGP knowledge. The small variance in the num-
ber of ASes seen from each view demonstrates that properly
configured BGP speaking routers obtain routing information
for essentially the same set of Internet domains at any given
time, regardless of their AS class or location.

B. Degree distributions and correlations
The degree distribution of the graphs extracted from the

downloaded BGP datasets is depicted in Figure 1. We observe
that each local view has a power-law tail with essentially the
same exponent around 2.2. From Table I, one can infer that the
clustering coefficients are actually the same for all local views
and the small world property also holds. This means that from
each local perspective the AS level Internet graph is perceived
as a complex graph, with all its characteristic properties.
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Fig. 1: Degree distributions of the in-
tersection graph, union graph and the
different local views of the AS topology.
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Fig. 2: AS degree correlation between
different local views.
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Fig. 3: Number of links in intersection
graph vs. number of views combined in
the intersection graph. The curves with
different colors show different sequenc-
ing of the ASes.

Despite the similar behavior of the degree distributions, the
exact degree of a given AS can vary in the local views depend-
ing on the applied BGP policies. For example, to guarantee
the valley-free property of Internet routes peer relationships
are only propagated downstream to customer ASes, rendering
them invisible from the provider’s view. In order to explore
the degree diversity of the nodes in different local views, we
calculated the degree correlations of the views of each AS
pairs in our dataset. As seen in Figure 2, the degree correlation
diagram places an AS in the x and y axis according to its
degree in the two views. To make the plot more general, a
randomly chosen AS is paired with three other ASes of diverse
geographical locations and AS classes2.
Figure 2 reveals the strong degree correlation between the

local perspectives. This means that if an AS is a hub having a
large number of AS relationships, then it is seen as a hub from
arbitrary local perspective. Nevertheless, the exact degree can
vary significantly especially in case of lower degree ASes. For
example the triangle symbol at (4, 90) represents that an AS
has a degree of 4 as visible form AS812 while its degree is
90 from the point of AS5713.

C. The critical infrastructure
In this section, we investigate the intersection of the down-

loaded local views. The intersection of two views include
only those links (along with end nodes) that are present in
both. Intersecting the resulting graph with the remaining local
views one by one gives the the common part shared by all
local views. Figure 3 shows the edges remaining in the k-
th step of this process for some randomly chosen iteration
sequence. It turns out that the exact order in which we take
the intersection of the views does not impact the characteristics
of the plot substantially. The resulting set of common edges
can be considered as a skeleton that is “dressed” by additional
2We generated such plots for all possible AS pairs and got statistically

identical results.

AS links in the particular local views. We deem this skeleton
to be a critical infrastructure of the Internet, as it consists of
the AS links contained in at least one AS path of essentially
any AS in the Internet, whose failure, flapping, or any other
status change propagates throughout the entire Internet thus
significantly contributing to BGP churn.
Perhaps the most important property of this skeleton is that

it also is a complex network, with power law degree distribu-
tion (Figure 1) and high clustering (Table I), which is coherent
with the strong degree correlation found between the local
perspectives. Another interesting property is that the skeleton
contains a surprisingly large number of AS links (about 60%).
Still, the skeleton is not a connected graph. Figure 4 shows
the size distribution of the connected components. We can
see that there is a giant connected component, consisting of
approximately 20000 ASes, and there are numerous smaller
components with increasing frequency as size reduces. Figure
5 shows these smaller components, with separate nodes with
zero degree and 1 degree pairs of nodes omitted for the sake
of visibility. One can see that these smaller components are
all trees with a central node.
In some respect, the existence of so many AS links in the

skeleton plus the presence of the giant connected component
are somewhat unexpected findings, considering that BGP in no
ways fosters the disclosure of AS-AS connections to all ASes.
And indeed, there are many reasons for which the skeleton
may fall into separate components, like extensive prefix deag-
gregation for traffic engineering purposes, site multi-homing
with selective downstream distribution of provider links, prefix
aggregation for routing table compaction, etc. Despite of this,
there still seems to be a huge body of shared knowledge in
the Internet routing system.
Finally, we present the geographical visualization of the

skeleton in Figure 6. Similarly to the geographical repre-
sentation of the Internet AS level topology in [4] the ASes
are placed on a circular graph where the radial distance is



Fig. 4: Distribution of components in intersection graph ac-
cording to their sizes

Fig. 5: The structure of the smaller components in the skeleton.

proportional with the AS degree and the azimuth corresponds
to the meridian angles of the geographic location.

D. The critical core of the Internet

From the survey presented in the previous sections, we
recognize that there is a skeleton of AS links that are present
in all local views of the AS level topology. Here, we analyze
the core of the skeleton according to the widely known
k-core algorithm [23], that has been used many times for AS
level core analysis [24], [13]. Comparing to the previously
investigated Internet cores based on the near-complete AS
topologies, we believe that the k-core is more meaningful since
it is considered as the core from any point of the network.
According to our datasets, 36 ASes constitute the 5-core of the
skeleton graph. It contains 6 of the 12 generally considered
tier-1 ASes, 27 tier-2 ASes and 3 company ASes according
to the various AS Taxonomy datasets [21], [25]. In this core
there are large and small ASes as well, the number of their
advertised prefixes greatly varies from 1 to a few thousands.
The geographical distribution of the critical core generated
with GeoPlot [4] can be seen in Figure 7. If we compare the
k-core of the skeleton with that of the union graph, we find that
it contains more than twice as many ASes. Interestingly, not all

Fig. 6: The skeleton of the Internet plotted on a geographically
mapped plane.

the ASes seen in the skeleton k-core are contained in the union
k-core, which reveals that loosely connected ASes can also
play strategic roles in the Internet infrastructure. Nevertheless
there is a subset of 16 ASes, which is contained in both cores.
This subset contains the 6 previously mentioned tier-1 and also
other tier-2 ASes of varying sizes and geographical locations,
which identifies the most popular Internet domains.

IV. PATH INFLATION REVISITED

The notion of path inflation captures the fact that AS routes
used for actual packet forwarding in the Internet takes longer
than the shortest AS path available. The inflation is caused by
the routing policies restricting inter-domain links to be used
for specific (eg. non-local) traffic. In the traditional approach
[7], [8] shortest paths between AS pairs are determined by
using the (near-)global AS topology map [22] assembled
by collecting data from many AS routing databases or by
other means of topology measurements. By considering only
a subgraph locally available from an AS and recalculating
shortest paths accordingly, one may assume that, the path
inflation fades away. In contrast, our interesting finding is
that such a redefined local path inflation metric is still seems
worthwhile to investigate. Extensive measurements show that
local path inflation can be very diverse in different ASes.
Furthermore, we can calculate the inflation effect of restricting
the knowledge of the AS topology map to local data. In
Figure 8 the average global and local path inflation is plotted
for all investigated AS local views.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper local views of AS graphs were investigated.
By finding the intersection of the graphs the skeleton of the
Internet is presented. It is shown that similarly to the local
views, the skeleton also shows the characteristic properties of



Fig. 7: The critical core of the Internet plotted on a political world map.
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Fig. 8: Difference between the measured average path inflation
based on local views and the global AS level graph.

complex graphs. The intersection AS graph, also referred to
as the critical infrastructure, was discovered to contain the
bulk of the locally available AS links with a centrally forming
giant connected component. We also matched the skeleton to
the global AS graph and made some remarkable observations.
Finally, the properties of a local version of the path inflation
metric is investigated and compared to the original.
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